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Abstract. This article discusses various proposal for analysing the enigmatic form 

auuǝ̄mīrā, which constitutes the last word of the Gathic stanza Yasna 49.10. It is then 

proposed that the word is best understood as *a-u̯i-mī-ra- ‘undiminishing’. Being a 

compound with privative a- and the preverb *u̯i ‘apart’, it is argued that the word 

provides a further attestation for the root mī ‘to dwindle, diminish’, which is poorly 

documented in Iranian languages but well attested in Vedic and other Indo-European 

languages. The phrase mązā.xšaϑrā vazdaŋhā auuǝ̄mīrā, an attribute of īžā- ‘fat-

offering, refreshment’, is translated as ‘(the refreshment) which grants dominion 

through undiminishing nourishment’. The expression ‘through undiminishing 

nourishment’ is interpreted as referring to the regularly recurring ritual performances, 

whose ‘refreshments’ Ahura Mazdā preserves in his ‘house’ and with which the soul of 

the righteous is welcomed when it arrives there after death.  

 

 

The1 Gathas, alongside the Yasna Haptanghaiti, are valued by both scholars and members of 

the Zoroastrian community as the oldest surviving witness of any Iranian language and as the 

earliest expression of the Zoroastrian religion and worldview. Composed presumably in the 

second millennium BCE within the priestly tradition of ritual oral poetry, the seventeen hymns, 

which are grouped into five Gathas, or ‘songs’, stand as the earliest monument of Iranian 

language and live on to the present day at the heart of Zoroastrian ritual and religion. Cognates 

of words and imagery in the closely related Vedic tradition indicate that the poetry draws on 

traditional expressions and techniques which can be traced back to the ancestral Indo-Iranian 

period. But the hymns also exhibit features which are unique to the Iranian Zoroastrian world. 

 

The Gathas have attracted the attention of scholars like no other Avestan composition. Our 

understanding and interpretation of these ancient texts has been greatly stimulated and 

enhanced by the studies of Jean Kellens, who has dedicated much of his scholarly work to 

them, pointing out obscure passages and significantly contributing to their elucidation and 

interpretation. And yet, a considerable number of enigmatic words remains, many of which 

occur only in these hymns. One of them is the form auuǝ̄mīrā in Yasna 49.10. Almost all 

studies dealing with this stanza point out that the word is obscure and has so far found no 

satisfactory explanation. What follows provides a comprehensive discussion and evaluation of 

the various explanations and analyses that have been put forward for this word. The article 

concludes with my own proposal. I am not claiming to have solved the problem, but I am 

hoping that a critical evaluation of the various proposals that have been made to date will be a 

useful contribution and stimulate the discussion, which will no doubt continue. It is my pleasure 

and privilege to dedicate this article to Jean Kellens as a small token of appreciation for his 

scholarly work.  

 

 

1. Critical evaluation of earlier analyses of auuǝ̄mīrā 

Yasna 49 is the third hymn of the Spentamainyu Gatha, whose twelve stanzas consist of four 

verse lines each. Each verse line counts 4+7 syllables and has a caesura after the fourth syllable. 

This metre suggests that the word auuǝ̄mīrā counts four syllables.  

 
1 I wish to thank Nicholas Sims-Williams for helpful and stimulating comments on an earlier draft of this 

article. 

This is the version of the chapter accepted for publication in Cantera, Alberto, Pirart, Éric Victor and Redard, Celine, (eds.), at̰ hōi aōjī zaraϑuštrō paōuruuīm ¿Habló Zaraϑuštra? Homenaje a Jean Kellens en su 80º anniversario. Girona: Sociedad de Estudios Iranios y Turanios, pp. 125-135. (Estudios Iranios y Turanios). Re-use is subject to the publisher’s terms and conditions. This version downloaded from SOAS Research Online: http://eprints.soas.ac.uk/41889 
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Y.49.10 tat̰cā mazdā ϑβahmī ā dąm ⁺nipā̊ŋ́hē 

manō vohū urunascā ašạ̄unąm 

nəmascā yā ārmaitiš īžācā 

mązā.xšaϑrā vazdaŋhā auuǝ̄mīrā 

 

And in your house, O Wise One, you preserve2 this: 

good thought and the souls of the righteous (men and women), 

and the reverence with which (are associated) right-mindedness and refreshment,  

which grants dominion through vazdaŋhā auuǝ̄mīrā. 

 

BARTHOLOMAE splits the form auuǝ̄mīrā into two separate words auuǝ̄m and īrā. He regards 

auuǝ̄m as an infinitive meaning here ‘to care for, to watch over’ (“zu sorgen für –, zu wachen 

über –”) of the root av ‘to help (BARTHOLOMAE 1904: 179–180). He interprets īrā as the 

instr.sg. of the neuter stem īra-, for which he posits the meanings ‘aggression, attack’ (“Anlauf, 

Angriff”) in Yt.13.26 and 10.14 and ‘energy, vigour’ (“Energie, Tatkraft”) in Y.49.10. He 

derives the noun īra- from the root ar ‘to set (oneself) in motion’.3 BARTHOLOMAE (1904: 372; 

1905: 96) translates the last line of Y.49.10 as “dass du darüber wachest, grossmächtiger, mit 

beständiger Tatkraft”, which is in English ‘so that you may watch over (auuǝ̄m) it (referring 

back to tat̰ in Y.49.10a), O (you) of great power (mązā.xšaϑrā), with steadfast (vazdaŋhā) 

energy (īrā)’. BENVENISTE (1935: 22) rightly rejects BARTHOLOMAE’s assumption of an 

infinitive but leaves the word auuǝ̄mīrā without any analysis or explanation.  

 

Accepting BARTHOLOMAE’s view of two separate words auuǝ̄m and īrā, WERBA (1986 [1988]: 

359–360) sees in auuǝ̄m the acc.sg.m. of the far-deictic demonstrative pronoun auua- ‘that’ 

and interprets it as referring back to the loc.sg. dąm ‘in the house’ in the first line of Y.49.10. 

He analyses the metrically disyllabic īrā as the 1sg.subj. of the reduplicated athematic present 

stem of the verbal root ar and translates auuǝ̄m īrā as ‘I want to reach that (scilicet: your house)’ 

(“ich will jenes (sc. dein Haus) erreichen”). However, WERBA’s interpretation of the postulated 

verbal form is weakened by the fact that the reduplicated present stem IIr. *Hi-Her-/*Hi-Hr- > 

Av. iiar-/īr- does not belong to the root ²ar ‘to reach’ (IE *h₁er), but to the homonymous root 

¹ar ‘to set oneself in motion’ (IE *h₃er).4 The translation should accordingly be ‘I want that to 

set myself in motion to that (sc. house)’. While such a meaning cannot be ruled out, WERBA’s 

 
2 BARTHOLOMAE (1904: 886) analyses the form nipā̊ŋ́hē in Y 28.11 and 49.10 as the 1sg. subj. s-aor. mid. of 

the root ni-pā ‘to protect’ and translates it as ‘ich will in Verwahr geben’ (‘I want to put into custody’). His 

translation of lines 1–2 of Y.49.10 is as follows: ‘Und das, o Mazdāh, will ich in Deinem Haus in Verwahr geben: 

den guten Sinn …’ (1904: 684). This analysis, however, is unlikely because no aorist forms of this root are found 

in Avestan, while the two attestations in Vedic are innovations (NARTEN 1964: 168–169). HUMBACH (1957–1958, 

43 fn.9 and 1959 II: 12) more plausibly analyses the form as the 2sg.ind.pres. middle of that root and interprets 

the middle form as having indirect reflexive function ʻto preserve for oneself’. In these and other passages (quoted 

in HUMBACH 1991 II: 28–29 on Y.28.11 note 3 and 171 on Y.45.8 note 4) the deity is presented as preserving the 

offerings in his own abode. KELLENS (1984: 68) rightly endorses this interpretation. The expected spelling of the 

form nipā̊ŋ́hē with palatal -ŋ́- (< *ni-pā-he < *ni-pā-sai̯) for the 2sg.ind.pres.mid. is well attested in Y.28.11 (see 

the apparatus in PESCHL 2022: 128f. no.3) and can also be posited for Y.49.10, where the best reading is nipā̊ŋhē. 

HOFFMANN & FORSSMAN (2004: 45) note that the manuscripts frequently write -ŋh- instead of expected -ŋ́h-. 
3 BARTHOLOMAE (1904: 372). On the distinction of the different roots ¹ar ‘to set oneself in motion’ and ²ar 

‘to reach, arrive’, see HINTZE (2017: 171–174). 
4 KELLENS (1984: 192–193); KÜMMEL (2000b: 253–254); RIX et al. (2001: 299); HINTZE (2017: 173). 
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analysis is further weakened by the morphological problem that one would expect the form of 

the subjunctive to be built from the full grade root, cf. the YAv. 3sg.subj. uziiarāt̰ (thematic) 

from the reduplicated present stem of the root ¹ar ‘to set oneself in motion’.5 

 

Although BARTHOLOMAE’s interpretation of auuǝ̄m as an infinitive has been rightly and 

unanimously rejected, his connection of the form with the verb av ‘to help’ has been further 

explored by several scholars. Thus, HUMBACH (1959 II: 82, followed by SCHMIDT 1968: 178) 

segments auuǝ̄mīrā as auuǝ̄-mīrā and sees in auuǝ̄° either the stem auuah- ‘help’ or the 

preposition auua but provides no proposal for the second part of the word, °mīrā. Later, 

HUMBACH (1991 II: 212), adhering to this segmentation and adopting the reading auuǝ̄.mīrā of 

the Pahlavi Yasna and other mss., translates auuǝ̄° as ‘helpful’ and renders the expression 

vazdaŋhā auuǝ̄mīrā as ‘with helpful fatness’ (HUMBACH 1991 I: 182). He admits, however, 

that °mīrā is obscure and that “no better result is achieved by dividing auuǝ̄m.īrā” (as 

BARTHOLOMAE had proposed). HUMBACH & FEISS (2010: 148, 190) uphold the connection of 

the first part of the word with auuah- ‘help’ or with auua ‘down’, edit the word as auuǝ̄.mīrā, 

and translate vazdaŋhā auuǝ̄.mīrā as ‘with refreshing fattiness’.  

 

BAILEY (1955: 117, 1956: 227), who also segments the word as auuǝ̄-mīrā, translates it as 

‘mighty to help’. Like HUMBACH, he interprets the first part as belonging to Av. auuah- ‘help’, 

but, in contrast to HUMBACH, he makes a proposal for mīra-. According to BAILEY, mīra- is an 

adj. formed with suffix -ra from the zero grade of the root mi, whose meaning he posits as ‘to 

become strong’, referring to the Hittite verb mai- : mi- ‘to become strong’. BAILEY also adduces 

Av. māiiā-, Ved. māyā́-, whose meaning he posits as ‘power’ (but as ‘welfare’ in BAILEY 1960: 

67). Analysing the feminine substantive as *māi̯-ā-, he derives it from the lengthened grade of 

that root. The meaning and etymology of Av. māiiā-, Ved. māyā́- have been subject to an 

extensive scholarly debate, and there is the strong possibility that the noun is best analysed as 

*mā-i̯ā- (MAYRHOFER 1986–2001 II: 349–350) rather than *māi̯-ā- as proposed by BAILEY. At 

any rate, this noun helps little to understand the form and meaning of -mīrā in the obscure 

auuǝ̄-mīrā and is better excluded from the debate. BAILEY’s explanation of mīra- requires the 

assumption that -ī- is written instead of -i- because there is no evidence for a laryngeal at the 

end of the root ¹mi ‘to make firm’ (RIX et al. 2001: 426), which is attested in Avestan in the 

adj. bǝrǝzi.mita- ‘high-built’ (of a house, Yt.10.28 and 30). While the phonetic variation of [i] 

and [i:] is common in the transmission of Avestan words, in such cases the manuscripts usually 

show variants with -i- and -ī-.6 However, in the case of Y.49.10 auuǝ̄mīrā all manuscripts have 

-ī- and none of them attests a variant reading with -i-. This indicates that -ī- is best taken as 

being phonemic rather than as a phonetic variant of -i-. 

 

Interpreting the first part of the word as auua ‘down, away’, PIRART (1985: 205) analyses 

auuǝ̄mīrā as the instr.sg. of an adjective auuǝ̄mīra-. Assuming that auuǝ̄mīra- is formed with 

suffix -ra- from the root contained in the Vediv verb mī́vati ‘to move (by pushing)’, he 

compares Ved. jīrá-, which exists alongside jī́vati ‘to live’. In support of the combination of 

the Av. root mīuu with auua he adduces YAv. auua-miuuāmahi in V.18.55 and translates 

auuǝ̄mīrā as ‘qui vous attire’. Referring to PIRART 1985, KELLENS & PIRART (1989–1991 I: 

173, II: 205, III: 235) and KELLENS (2021: 65) uphold this analysis and translation and render 

auuǝ̄mīrā ‘qui vous attire ici’ and ‘qui vous attire ici-bas’, respectively.  

 

 
5 KELLENS (1984: 192 bottom). 
6 HINTZE (1994: 60 and fn.161); REDARD (2021: 65). 
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PIRART’s analysis assumes that the present stem Av. miuua-, Ved. mī́va- is formed with a suffix 

-u̯a- just like the present stem Ved. jī́va-, Av. juua- (< IIr. *ǰīu̯a-). There is, however, a 

fundamental morphological difference between the two verbs, not addressed by PIRART. The 

IIr. root *ǰīu̯- has long been recognised to be a secondary root based on the IE present stem 

*gʷih₃-u̯e-.7 Forms from this secondary root coexist with forms and derivatives from the 

primary root jī-.8 By contrast, the present stem Av. miuua-, Ved. mī́va- is formed with suffix -

a- from the root IIr. *miHu̯-, the zero grade (with metathesis of the laryngeal) of IE *mi̯eu̯h₁- 

‘to move (by pushing)’.9 There is no evidence for the existence, alongside this root, of a root 

without the labial -u̯-. The only evidence for the root without -u̯- would be the *mī- ‘to move’ 

from which PIRART derives -mī-ra- in auuǝ̄mīrā. Moreover, the proposed analysis creates the 

syntactical problem that the postulated root *mī- ‘to move’ is transitive and requires an object. 

PIRART accordingly adds the object ‘vous’ in his translation, but this word is absent from the 

Avestan text. There is therefore little, if any, linguistic foundation for this explanation. 

 

Interpreting the form auuǝ̄mīrā as an instr.sg., SCHEFTELOWITZ (1927: 217) considers it to 

represent auuīmīrā. Pointing out that readings with ǝ̄ for ī are common in the manuscripts of 

Gathic texts, he adduces numerous examples from Geldner’s apparatus, e.g. Y.29.5 frīnəmnā : 

frǝ̄nəmnā.10 According to him, the adjective is built from the root which is attested in Vedic 

mīl ‘to close the eyes’ and goes back to a form which SCHEFTELOWITZ reconstructs as IIr. *a-

u̯i-mīla- ‘not sleeping, sleepless’. However, there is no basis for the reconstruction of such an 

IIr. form because -mīr- in Av. auuǝ̄mīrā would be the only cognate of the root mīl ‘to close the 

eyes’, which is only attested in Indo-Aryan. As GOTŌ (1987: 74 fn.48) plausibly suggests, the 

root mīl probably results from a phonetic development within Indo-Aryan and represents mīḍ, 

which goes back to earlier *mis-d.11 

 

LOMMEL (1935: 145–146) revives an old proposal by BARTHOLOMAE (1884: 226), which 

BARTHOLOMAE later abandoned and does not even mention in his Altiranisches Wörterbuch. 

According to that proposal the Avestan characters ⟨n⟩, ⟨r⟩ and ⟨v⟩ for the sounds [n], [r] and 

[v] were interchangeable. Instead of the transmitted auuǝ̄mīrā (which BARTHOLOMAE writes 

as au̯ǝ̄mīrā, LOMMEL as avǝ̄mīrā), BARTHOLOMAE considered it permissible to read ⁺anǝ̄mīvā 

and see in it a cognate of Ved. anamīvá- ‘without disease’. The view that some consonants of 

the Avestan script are interchangeable is based on the theory of Friedrich Carl Andreas 

according to which the extant Avesta was transcribed from an earlier version written in the 

Pahlavi script, in which a single grapheme is used for /n/, /r/ and /w/. Andreas’s theory has long 

since been decisively refuted12 and it would hardly be worthwhile even mentioning 

BARTHOLOMAE’s and LOMMEL’s proposal, had it not found its way into Schlerath (1968 II: 

158), who adduces alleged Vedic phraseological parallels, and into MAYRHOFER’s 

Etymologisches Wörterbuch des Altindoarischen (MAYRHOFER 1986–2001 I: 98).   

 

Moreover, the view that the assumption of “confusion of -v- and -n-” in Avestan manuscripts 

is legitimate, is also found in INSLER’s (1975: 300) proposal, which INSLER explicitly bases on 

LOMMEL (1935: 145). Commenting that “avǝ̄mīrā is unclear”, INSLER emends the form to 

 
7 MAYRHOFER (1986–2001 I: 594 with references); KELLENS (1984: 162–163(. 
8 MAYRHOFER (1986–2001 I: 467–468). 
9 RIX et al. (2001: 445, 446 note 2). 
10 For a new collation of this word see PESCHL (2022: 141, Y.29.5 no.5). PESCHL (2022: 107–176) conveniently 

presents the variant readings of 30 manuscripts of Yasna 28–30.  
11 Cf. RIX et al. (2001: 429); MAYRHOFER (1986–2001 II: 359). 
12 For a summary with references, see Schlerath (1985). 
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⁺anǝ̄mīrā. Further assuming that -ǝ̄m- goes back to earlier *-ām-, he suggests that the 

conjectured ⁺anǝ̄mīrā is the Av. equivalent of an (unattested) Vedic adjective *an-ā-mīrá-, 

whose meaning INSLER posits as ʻinalterable’. Translating vazdaŋhā ⁺anǝ̄mīrā as ‘with an 

inalterable permanence’, he sees in IIr. *an-ā-mīrá- a privative adjective formed with suffix -

ra- from the verb ā́-mī- ʻto alter, change’. He supports this proposal with reference to the Vedic 

forms āmināné ‘changing’ (RV 1.113.2d) and āmémyāne (RV 1.96.5a). These Vedic forms are 

middle participles, the former from the nā-present stem ā-mināná- and the latter from the 

intensive stem ā-mémiāna-,13 and they seem to have the meaning ‘to change’ in their respective 

contexts. They belong to the seṭ-root mī, whose basic meaning is ‘to diminish, dwindle’. While 

a derivation of mīra- from this root is morphologically possible (and will be argued for below), 

INSLER’s proposed emendation has no support, either in the manuscripts of this passage or 

elsewhere in the Avesta and invoking Andreas’s theory (implicitly through the reference to 

LOMMEL) is unacceptable. There is, therefore, no basis for the emendation and interpretation 

which INSLER proposes.  

 

2. A new analysis of auuǝ̄mīrā 

While INSLER’s proposed emendation lacks support, a connection of mīra- with the root mī ‘to 

diminish, dwindle’ is worthwhile exploring further. The transmitted auuǝ̄mīrā is then a 

compound and to be segmented auuǝ̄-mīrā. This also seems to have been the way the Pahlavi 

translators segmented the word since, as BARTHOLOMAE (1904: 372 s.v. īrā n.2) notes, the 

Pahlavi translation of auuǝ̄mīrā as frōd murd bawēd ‘he dies’ suggests that the Av. word mīrā 

reminded the Pahlavi translators of Middle Persian mīrēd ‘he dies’ from the present stem mīr- 

of the verb murdan ‘to die’.14 The second part of auuǝ̄-mīrā then derives with suffix -ra- from 

the root mī ‘to diminish, dwindle’ and means ‘diminishing, dwindling’. The first part auuǝ̄- 

would go back to earlier *a-u̯i-, as already proposed by SCHEFTELOWITZ (1927: 217) and 

supported with examples for the alternation of ǝ̄ and ī in the manuscripts. REDARD (2021: 64–

66) lists more examples for such a phonetic variation in the manuscript tradition. While in 

Y.46.10 most manuscripts have readings with auuǝ̄-, a reading with auuī- is found in auuī.mīrā̊ 

of the ms. 4000_TU1. The spelling of the preverb vi ‘apart’ as vī in Avestan is also common 

and unexceptionable, e.g. Y.30.2 vīciϑahiiā (alongside the phonetic variant vǝ̄ciϑahiiā).15 The 

form auuǝ̄mīrā is accordingly the instr.sg.ntr. of an adjective auuǝ̄mīra- ‘undwindling, 

undiminishing’ and goes back to an earlier *a-u̯i-mī-ra- from the root mī ‘to dwindle, 

diminish’, composed with the preverb *u̯i ‘apart’ and privative a-.  

 

While outside Iranian, verbal and nominal forms of the IE root *mei̯H ‘to diminish, dwindle’ 

are well attested (MAYRHOFER 1986–2001 II: 316–317), in Avestan the only possible 

attestation of a finite verbal form is maiiat̰ in Farhang ī ōim 30916 (= F.6). BARTHOLOMAE 

(1904: 1141) sees in it the 3sg.act. of a present stem maiia-. Presumably based on the Pahlavi 

translation ⟨wnʾsšn'⟩ /wināhišn/ ‘damage, destruction’, he derives it from a root may ‘to 

destroy’ (“zu Grunde richten”). The fact that he adduces Ved. minā́ti ‘to diminish’ as a cognate 

indicates that the intended root is in fact Av. mī ‘to diminish, dwindle’. However, the present 

stem *mai̯-a- is unattested for this root and instead belongs to ²mi ‘to change, exchange’.17 

Preferable is, therefore, the proposal of KLINGENSCHMITT (1968: 111) that maiiat̰ is the 3sg. 

 
13 On the intensive form, see SCHAEFER (1994: 165–166). 
14 DARMESTETER (1892–1893 I: 324) comments that both the Pahlavi translation of this passage and the 

summary in Dēnkard 9.42.11 reflect a general interpretive understanding of the Avestan text.  
15 PESCHL (2022: 158 no.8). 
16 KLINGENSCHMITT (1968: 111). 
17 GOTŌ (1987: 240–242); MAYRHOFER (1986–2001 II: 314–315). 
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subj. root aor. act. of mī. KLINGENSCHMITT poses the meaning of this root as ‘to exchange’ 

(“vertauschen”) or, alternatively, as ‘to diminish’ (“vermindern”), but the meaning ‘to 

exchange’ for the root mī is uncertain if not improbable,18 while the Pahlavi translation 

⟨wnʾsšn'⟩ /wināhišn/ ‘damage, destruction’ points to ‘to diminish’. KÜMMEL (2000a: 370) 

convincingly argues that the meaning of the root mī (< *mei̯H) is intransitive ‘to become less, 

dwindle’, and this is also how the meaning of the root is posited in RIX et al. (2001: 427 “gering 

werden, schwinden”).  

 

Apart from the verbal form in FiO 309, Avestan attests the verbal adjective vī-mīta- in the 

compound vī-mīto.daṇtāna- ‘with decayed teeth’ in V.2.29 and Yt.5.93.19 A further but 

uncertain attestation for the root mī ‘to diminish, dwindle’ has been seen in the feminine ti-

abstract vīmiti- (transmitted as vīmati-) in Nērangestān 47.11 (= 65 in Waag’s edition). WAAG 

(1941: 71) and KOTWAL & KREYENBROEK (2003: 202) emend the transmitted form vīmatim to 

⁺vīmitim, for which BARTHOLOMAE (1904: 1450) accepts the meaning ‘Vernichtung’ posited 

by WAAG. The Pahlavi version, which renders the Av. word as wināhišnīh ‘damage, 

destruction’, supports the emendation, although one would expect a form ⁺vīmītim. 

MAYRHOFER (1986–2001 II: 316) records this attestation under the root mī (mayⁱ) ‘to diminish’ 

(“schädigen, mindern, beeinträchtigen”). In conclusion, although forms of and derivations 

from this root are rare in Avestan, their presence is undeniable, the best attestation being in the 

compound vī-mīto.daṇtāna-. It therefore seems legitimate to posit a further attestation in the 

second part -mīra- of the compound auuǝ̄-mīrā. Here, as in one (or possibly two) of the other 

Avestan attestations, the root is in composition with the preverb vī.  

 

The form auuǝ̄-mīrā, which constitutes the last word of the stanza Y.49.10, is preceded by the 

three-syllabic form vazdaŋhā, which is the instr.sg. of the stem vazdah-. BARTHOLOMAE (1904: 

1391) translates the noun vazdah- and the heteroclitic stem vazduuar- as ‘constancy, 

permanence’ (“Beständigkeit”). These nouns have also been much debated and in greater detail 

than auuǝ̄mīrā, perhaps thanks to the fact that vazdah- has a cognate in Vedic vedhás-, but no 

scholarly agreement has so far been reached.20 Without going into further detail here about the 

Vedic word, it should suffice to mention that BRERETON (2004: 337–340) defines the Vedic 

masculine cognate vedhás- as ‘(ritual) expert’ while PINAULT (2012) explores a possible 

connection of vedhás- with the feminine noun védi-, which in Vedic ritual designates the piece 

of ground serving as altar. PINAULT derives the IIr. noun *u̯azdhás- through a compound *u̯a-

zd-H-ás- from the root sad ‘to sit’. 

 

PIRART (1985: 204–205) explains Av. vazdah- as a compound based on an IIr. syntagm *u̯anas-

dʰā ‘charmeur’, in which *u̯anas- would have the meaning ‘religious spell’ (“charme 

religieux”). KELLENS & PIRART (1988–1991 II 300) and KELLENS (2021: 65) retain this 

analysis. Most scholars, however, posit the meaning of vazdah- and vazduuar- in the semantic 

sphere of ‘strength, permanence, constancy’, as BARTHOLOMAE did (1904: 1391 s.v. vazduuar-

). Such a meaning is based on an etymological connection with New Iranian words for ‘fat’ 

such as Paštō wāzda, as proposed by DARMESTETER (1888: xxiv and note 1 and 233 fn.79) for 

the heteroclitic stem vazduuar-. DARMESTETER supports his translation of vazduuar- as ‘fat’ 

(“graisse”) with reference to the Sanskrit translation pīvartvam for Av. vazduuar- in Y.31.21. 

 
18 GOTŌ (1987: 241 and fn. 532 for references). 
19 BARTHOLOMAE (1904: 1451) interprets the form vīmītō.dantānō as the nom.pl. of a stem vīmītō.dantān-. 

Friš (1954: 38) has rightly recognised that the attested form is the nom.sg.m. of the thematic stem 

vīmītō.dantāna-, cf. vīzafāra- ‘with wide-open mouth’ in Yt.19.41 (HINTZE 1994: 220–221).   
20 For a review of the debate, see MAYRHOFER (1956–1980 III: 258–259; 1986–2001 II: 582).  
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On the basis of the Av., Vedic and New Iranian data, BAILEY (1960: 62–78) posits an IIr. root 

*u̯azd ‘to nourish’ as the derivational base of these nouns. WERBA (1986 [1988]: 360) 

reinforces this explanation. 

 

Further support for the semantic definition of vazduuar- and vazdah- as ‘fat, nourishment; 

density, permanence’ could be found if V.9.44 vazduuarə vahištahe aŋhǝ̄uš ‘the fat of Best 

Existence’ is interpreted in the light of Hāδōxt Nask 2.18 = Vištāsp Yašt 8.12 (64), where the 

souls of the righteous welcome the newcomer with spring-butter (zarəmaiia- raōγna-).21 By 

contrast, the souls of deceitful people are welcomed in the House of Deceit with foul and 

stinking food, as emerges from the stanza that immediately follows Y.49.10: 

 

Y.49.11 at̰ dušəxšaϑrǝ̄ṇg duš.š́iiaoϑanǝ̄ṇg dužuuacaŋhō 

duždaēnǝ̄ṇg dužmanaŋhō drəguuatō 

akāiš xᵛarəϑāiš paitī uruuąnō  paitiieiṇtī 

drūjō dəmānē haiϑiiā aŋhən astaiiō  

 

With bad foods, the souls come to meet the deceitful ones 

of bad rule, bad deed, bad word, 

bad vision, bad thought. 

They will be real guests in the House of Deceit. 

 

According to the analysis proposed here, the last two words of Y.49.10 vazdaŋhā auuǝ̄mīrā are 

two forms in the instrumental sg., whereby auuǝ̄mīrā is an attribute of vazdaŋhā. Syntactically, 

the expression complements the verbal rection compound mązā.xšaϑrā,22 which agrees in case, 

number and gender with the nom.sg. of the feminine noun īžā- ‘ghee, strengthening, 

refreshment’ in line 3. The stanza can then be translated as follows: 

 

Y.49.10 tat̰cā mazdā ϑβahmī ā dąm ⁺nipā̊ŋ́hē 

manō vohū urunascā ašạ̄unąm 

nəmascā yā ārmaitiš īžācā 

mązā.xšaϑrā vazdaŋhā auuǝ̄mīrā 

 

And in your house, O Wise One, you preserve this: 

good thought and the souls of the righteous (men and women), 

and the reverence with which (are associated) right-mindedness and refreshment,  

which grants dominion through nourishment undiminishing.  

 

What Ahura Mazdā keeps safely in his ‘house’ are ‘good thought’ (manō vohū), the ‘souls the 

righteous’ persons (urunascā ašạ̄unąm) and veneration (nəmascā). It is the last of these three 

with which ‘right-mindedness’ (ārmaitiš) and ‘refreshment’ (īžācā) are combined.23 The 

‘refreshment’ is further described as ‘granting dominion’ (mązā.xšaϑrā) ‘through 

undiminishing’ (auuǝ̄mīrā) ‘nourishment’ (vazdaŋhā). The noun īžā-, a cognate of Ved. íḍā- 

(íḷā-) has long been recognised as an IIr. ritual technical term denoting the ‘fat-offering, 

strengthening, invigoration, refreshment’ which the deity receives through the offering 

 
21 See PIRAS (2000: 55, 111–112) for the passage in the Hāδōxt Nask. 
22 HUMBACH (1954: 62–63 = 1961: 58–59) has recognised that the first term of the compound is the present 

stem mązā- (with lengthened -ā- in the compound) of the root mąz and a cognate of Ved. maṁha- of the root 

maṁh ‘to bestow’.  
23 The combination of these terms is discussed in HINTZE (2007: 211–214).  
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presented in a ritual.24 Such fat-offering ‘grants dominion’ because it is presented to the deity 

with ‘undiminishing nourishment’ in regularly repeated ritual performances. Ahura Mazdā 

preserves these refreshments alongside other offerings in his ‘house’, and, as described in 

Hāδōxt Nask 2.18 quoted above, they will provide food in the form of ‘spring-butter’ when the 

soul of a righteous man or woman arrives there after death. 
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